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President’s Desk

D
The
government
and policy
makers must
recognise
that the true
drivers’ of
economic
growth are
the private
entrepreneurs
and the
government’s
responsibility
is to create
healthy
business
environment.

ear FTCCIates, I congratulate
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi for the landslide win
of NDA in the recently concluded 17th
Lok Sabha elections. The industry
hopes that the pace of reforms started
by GST, IBC and RERA will continue
and helps India grow faster at this
crucial juncture.
Herculean economic challenges await
the new government and fine tuning
of reforms such as the bankruptcy
code, spurring private investments,
reversing a slowdown in consumption,
creating jobs and fixing farm policies
is the need of the hour under Modi 2.0.
Most importantly, the government and
policy makers must recognise that
the true drivers’ of economic growth
are the private entrepreneurs and
the government’s responsibility is to
create healthy business environment.
At the same time, business should
take the responsibility for job
creation and production activity.
Appropriate changes in Laws, Rules
and Procedures may be done to
improve the health of the business
environment.
The 100 day agenda prepared
by Finance Ministry for the new
government to push the economy to
a higher growth trajectory, which is
slipped to a five year low of below 7%,
to turn India into a $5 trillion economy
by 2025 and to double farm income by
2022 outlines certain measures.
The main issues focused in the agenda
like increasing private investment,
creation of employment, simplification
of tax procedure especially with regard
to GST, changes in income tax slab
or tax rate are timely and we expect
the government to take appropriate
measures for the benefit of industry
and, economy as a whole.
The shifting trade dynamics due to
continued dispute between US and
China can be of India’s advantage.
India should look at ways to leverage
these changing dynamics in trade
and investment. Right strategies can
enable India to capture some of the
migration in FDI.

It is good to see the strategy paper
of Department of Commerce aimed
at reducing India’s trade deficit with
its neighbor. The paper proposes
a detailed sector-wise strategy for
import substitution in electronics,
telecom, electrical equipment and
pharmaceuticals, which form the
bulk of the country’s purchases from
China. India’s trade deficit with China
stood at a record $63.04 billion in
FY18. The right approach and right
strategies, timely implementation will
ensure the fulfillment of objectives.
Access to credit for SMEs, especially
those engaged in manufacturing
intermediary components or final
goods exports, also needs specific
attention. Given that India’s major
export promotion schemes such as
the Merchandise Exports from India
Scheme (MEIS) are under scrutiny
at the World Trade Organization, the
government must, in consultation with
industry, quickly devise new support
mechanisms that could aid exporters
while remaining in compliance with
global trade rules.
Let us be all be optimistic that
the new government succeeds in
improving the business environment,
in simplifying the GST procedures,
in rationalizing tax slabs and rates,
create employment and finally gives
a boost to exports for sustainable
growth.
FTCCI relentlessly working towards
enriching the knowledge of the
members on various subjects like
developments in GST, Audit Reporting
Standards, by conducting seminars
and workshops. I am pleased to inform
that the recent Trade Delegations
from Russia, Indonesia and Italy
appreciated the work of FTCCI
and got benefitted from Telangana
government participation.
I request all the members to participate
in all the activities of FTCCI and gain
the benefits.

Arun Luharuka
President
June, 2019 | FTCCI Review | 5

Power News
Government introduced FAME II Scheme
The government introduced the FAME II scheme to boost the
adoption of electric and hybrid vehicles. The scheme estimates
that India can country save 64% of anticipated road-based mobility
related energy demand and 37% of carbon emissions in 2030 by
pursuing a shared, electric, and connected mobility future.
This reduction in energy demand would result in the reduction
of 156 million tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe) in diesel and petrol
consumption for that year and net saving of approximately $60
billion in 2030 at present oil prices. Further, this would give
impetus to India’s vision of reducing oil imports by 10% by
2022.
The transport sector in India continues to be the highest oil
consuming sector and the use of diesel and petrol grew at 5.9% and
9.9% respectively in the last 10 years. India’s import dependency
on oil has increased from 78.3% of total consumption in 2014-15 to
settling at a new high of 83.7% in the 10-month period of FY19.
https://www.fresherslive.com/current-affairs/articles/govt-introducedfame-ii-scheme-19547

In support of Uday scheme: Power
Secretary backs DISCOMs, blames
regulators for debt
Bhalla’s comment is at odds with the near-unanimous view that
state distribution companies are responsible for their financial
mess.
Union power secretary Ajay Bhalla has said state distribution
companies cannot be blamed for rising debt and dues. These
DISCOMs have improved their operational efficiency, but state
regulators in some cases have not allowed electricity tariffs to
keep pace with inputs costs, he told ET in an interview.
Bhalla’s comment is at odds with the near-unanimous view that
state distribution companies are responsible for their financial
mess.
As mounting debt and over dues of distribution utilities are
drawing criticism to the Centre’s DISCOM revival plan Ujwal
Discom Assurance Yojana (Uday), Bhalla supported the scheme.
“We can’t discount Uday just like that.”
Uday helped discoms improve their billing efficiency to about
85% and collection efficiency to about 97%, while the aggregate
technical and commercial losses are below 19%. “The gap between
average cost of supply and revenue recovery was reduced from 59
paise in the beginning of Uday to 17 paise in FY18”, Bhalla said.
“The inputs costs of coal and freight have gone up. There has to
be a corresponding increase in tariff also,” Bhalla said. “Petitions
are getting filed regularly by most states barring a few. Had these
been filed and the normal tariff increases would have taken place,
then these problems wouldn’t have been there.”
6
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UN chief Guterres says
world ‘not on track’
with climate change
In a strong message for action
on climate change, Guterres said
international political resolve was
fading and it was the small island
nations that were “really in the front
line” and would suffer most
UN Secretary General Antonio
Guterres warned that the world
was “not on track” to limiting
global temperature rises. In a
strong message for action on climate
change, Guterres said international
political resolve was fading and it
was the small island nations that
were “really in the front line” and
would suffer most.
His visit, ahead of the Climate Action
Summit in September in New York
will also take him to Fiji, Tuvalu and
Vanuatu which are under threat from
rising sea levels.
“We are seeing everywhere a clear
demonstration that we are not
on track to achieve the objectives
defined in the Paris agreement,”
Guterres said on the failure to limit
rises to 1.5 degrees Celsius (2.7
degrees Fahrenheit) above preindustrial revolution levels.
“And the paradox is, that as things
are getting worse on the ground,
political moves seem to be fading,” he
added in the joint press conference in
Auckland with New Zealand Prime
Minister Jacinda Ardern.
https://www.thehindu.com/news/
international

World Energy Investment (WEI) Report 2019
India becomes fastest growing energy market in the World

USD (2018) billion

India has finally acquired the long-awaited tag of in coal-fired power along with China.
the fastest growing energy market in the world. The “In India, solar PV spending exceeded that for coal
country’s investment in the energy sector grew at a power for the first time, supported by government
rate of 12 per cent in 2018 -- the highest growth rate auctions. Total renewable power investment topped
as compared to any other country, according to the fossil fuel-based power for the third year in a row,
International Energy Agency (IEA).
supported by tendering and uncertain financial
“Among major areas, energy investment has risen prospects for new coal power. Grid investment rose
most rapidly in India the past three years, up 12 by 4 per cent, with one-fifth increase in transmission,
per cent,” The IEA said in its latest World Energy but spending in distribution remained flat,” the
Investment (WEI) 2019 report. “In 2018, renewable report said.
spending continued to exceed that for fossil fuel- The IEA also said that India was the largest market
based power, supported by tendering for solar for coal-fired power (based on Final Investment
PV, and from 2017 wind, amid uncertain financial Decision) in 2018, which is now largely oriented
attractiveness of new coal power, though spending towards super-critical technology but levels were
in coal supply rose somewhat. While transmission
spending is expanding, investment in distribution
has not grown.”
The report said that the lower-middle and low-income
countries accounted for less than 15 per cent of the
energy investment in 2018 despite containing well
over 40 per cent of the world’s population. “In recent
years, the fastest investment growth within this
group has come from India with rising power sector
spending, while
spending in subSaharan Africa has
450
Renewables for
declined, mostly due
transport/heat
400
to less investment
350
Coal supply
in fuel supply,” the
300
report said.
Oil and gas
250
The IEA’s WEI
report -- among
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the most credible
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publications in the
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energy space globally
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-- also said that
India is an emerging
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Thermal power
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Africa
investment in the
Asia and Pacific
region, which grew by nearly 5 per cent (in 2018). 80 per cent lower than in 2010.
Modernisation of industrial facilities coupled with Coal supply investment in India grew by 5 per
strong mandatory government policy, through the cent in 2018, underpinned by policy favouring
Perform, Achieve, Trade (PAT) Scheme, are important domestic production while reducing imports as
factors driving greater levels of investment.
much as possible, amid a substantial growth of coal
India also led the world in the growth of air conditioner consumption driven by economic growth and higher
sales in 2018 -- which grew by their largest annual power demand.
increase with 16 per cent growth to over 175 million Source: https://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.
units in 2018 -- and also driving down the investment com
June, 2019 | FTCCI Review | 7

ECONOMY Watch
India leading among developing
nations in circular economy
investments: Chatham House

India can save $218 billion – around Rs 14 lakh crore
or 11 per cent of its GDP – annually by 2030 by
promoting circular economy India is leading the
developing nations in circular economy investments
that are aimed at pursuing a sustainable and climateresilient growth and has an opportunity to save as
much as $218 billion – around Rs 14 lakh crore or 11
per cent of its GDP – annually by 2030, according
to a new report released today by Chatham House,
the London-based Royal Institute of International
Affairs.
According to the study An Inclusive Circular
Economy: Priorities for Developing Countries, India
is one of a number of developing countries set to
unlock climate-resilient growth and the national
policymakers are investing in the circular economy
– an economic model based on recycling, reusing
and repairing raw materials and products.
“It is estimated that this could open up opportunities
to the value of $218 billion per year by 2030 in
India” the report said, quoting a study by the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation. It added the concept of
circular economy is fast gaining traction amongst
business leaders and policymakers in Europe, China
and other developed economies but its potential for
developing countries has so far been overlooked.
The report is the first to look at the opportunities
circular economy offers in the developing world,
and the current barriers to progress. It highlights
how India’s thriving reuse and repair sectors provide
a strong base for policymakers and businesses to
replicate sustainable, circular production models
across the economy.
https://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/power
8
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Since TS-iPASS, Telangana got
Rs 1.61 lakh crore investments
Telangana has so far attracted over 1.61 lakh crore
investments so far after implementing TS-iPASS, the
state’s new industrial policy which came into being
in 2015. Nearly 10,000 new industries came to the
State and more than 11 lakh new jobs were created
in these four years, according to the latest report.
Telangana State Industrial Project Approval and SelfCertification System (TS-iPASS) attracted as many as
9,796 industries to the State so far. Of which, 6,783
commenced operations and 639 are in the advanced
stage of construction.
http://www.newindianexpress.com/states/telangana/2019/
may/08/since-ts-ipass-telangana-got-rs-161-lakh-croreinvestments-1974164.html

GST Revenue collection
for April, 2019 recorded
highest collection since GST
implementation
The total gross GST revenue collected in the month
of April, 2019 is Rs 1,13,865 crore of which CGST is
Rs 21,163 crore, SGST is Rs 28,801 crore, IGST is Rs
54,733 crore (including Rs 23,289 crore collected
on imports) and CESS is Rs 9,168 crore (including
Rs 1,053 crore collected on imports). The total
number of GSTR 3B Returns filed for the month
of March up to 30th April, 2019 is 72.13 lakh.
2. The government has settled Rs 20,370 crore
to CGST and Rs 15,975 crore to SGST from IGST
as regular settlement. Further, Rs 12,000 crore
has been settled from the balance IGST available
with the Centre on provisional basis in the ratio
of 50:50 between Centre and States. The total
revenue earned by Central Government and the
State Governments after regular and provisional
settlement in the month of April, 2019 is Rs
47,533 crore for CGST and Rs 50,776 crore for the
SGST.
3. The revenue in April, 2018 was Rs 1,03,459 crore
and the revenue during April, 2019 is a growth of
10.05% over the revenue in the same month last
year. The revenue in April, 2019 is 16.05% higher
than the monthly average of GST revenue in FY
2018-19 (Rs 98,114 crore).
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.
aspx?relid=189890

Agri, processed food exports up
7% in FY19

India exported 7% more agricultural and processed
food products in value terms in the just concluded
fiscal year, driven by double digit increases in dairy
products and pulses, although there was muted growth
in wheat and non-Basmati rice shipped out of the
country.
Overall agri and processed food exports rose to Rs
1.28 lakh crore in financial year 2019 from Rs 1.20 lakh
crore in the 2017-18 fiscal, according to data from the
Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export
Development Authority (APEDA), the nodal agency
for promotion of food exports.

On
the Rise
Exports of agri & processed food products
Values in Rs Cr

Products

Value in
2017-18

Value in
2018-19

Dairy Products

1,955

3,376

Basmati Rice

26,871

32,806

Non Basmati Rice

23,437

20,903

Wheat

624

369

Pulses

1,470

1,795

Buffalo Meat

26,035

25.091

Poultry products

552

687
Source : APEDA

Dairy products saw a 72% increase to Rs 3,376 crore
from Rs 1,955 crore, while pulses went up a little over
22% to Rs 1,795 crore from Rs 1,470 crore. “The growth
in pulses exports was due to back-to-back bumper
crop-…but this year, there will be a drop in pulses
exports as there is considerable dip in production
due to drought like conditions in Maharashtra and
Gujarat,” said an agriculture department official.
While exports of Basmati rice grew, there was a steep
decline in the export value of non-Basmati rice and
wheat. Export of Basmati rice rose to Rs 32,806 crore

from Rs 26,871 crore in 2017-18, but that of the nonBasmati varieties slipped to Rs 20,903 crore from
Rs 23,437 crore.
Wheat exports dropped to Rs 369 crore from Rs 624
crore. A glut in global wheat production made prices
of Indian wheat uncompetitive. “Wheat from Russia
and Brazil was traded more in global platforms due
to their low cost. Indian surwheat took a beating
as it is more remunerative to sell in local markets,”
said an APEDA official.
The sector is, however, eyeing overall growth in
farm exports following the introduction of a new
agriculture export policy in December. The policy
recommends diversification of the exports basket,
and seeks to boost high-value and value-added
agricultural exports, including perishables.
“The share of high-value and value added products
is less than 15%, compared to 25% in the US and 49%
in China. The focus is now on exporting processed
food products, which can fetch high value in global
market.
India is also looking at promoting exports of
organic products, which grew 39% in 2017-18. State
governments should align their organic production
programme with products that have export potential,
an official said.

RBI to enhance housing loan
limits under priority sector
lending for RRBs and SFBs
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has decided to
enhance the housing loan limits for Regional Rural
Banks (RRBs) and Small Finance Banks (SFBs) for
eligibility under priority sector lending, in a bid to
give them a level playing field with other Scheduled
Commercial Banks.
RBI said that the existing family income limit of Rs.2
lakh per annum, prescribed in the master direction
for RRBs and the compendium for SFBs, eligible for
loans to housing projects exclusively for the purpose
of construction of houses for Economically Weaker
Sections (EWS) and Low-Income Groups (LIG), has
been revised to Rs.3 lakh per annum for EWS and
Rs.6 lakh per annum for LIG.
Housing loans to individuals up to Rs.35 lakh in
metropolitan centres and Rs.25 lakh in other centres
will be eligible for classification under Priority
Sector Lending.
This is in alignment with the income criteria
specified under the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana.
https://www.fresherslive.com/current-affairs/articles
June, 2019 | FTCCI Review | 9
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GST updates

Recent updates in GST
(till 25 May 2019)

Extension of due date for
opting 5% or 1% tariff rate
under real estate sector

CGST Rate Notification
10/2019 dated 10 May 2019

4 Notification 11/2017 dated 28 June 2017
was amended to extend the due date for
opting 5% / 1% rate in case of ongoing
projects
4 The earlier due date of 10 May 2019 got
extended till 20 May 2019
4 If the option is not exercised by the due
date, it is deemed to have been exercised.

Note: Parallel notifications were issued in IGST Act wherever applicable

Extension of Due Dates
Extension of GSTR 1
due date for certain
places in Odisha

CGST Notification
23/2019 dated 11 May
2019

4 This notification extends the date of submission
of GSTR 1 for the month of April to 10 June 2019
4 The original due date was 11 May 2019
4 The notification is applicable to only notified
districts of the state of Odisha.

Extension of GSTR 3B
due date for certain
places in Odisha

CGST Notification
24/2019 dated 11 May
2019

4 This notification extends the date of submission
of GSTR 3B for the month of April to 20 June 2019
4 The original due date was 20 May 2019
4 The notification is applicable to only notified
districts of the state of Odisha.

The CBIC has issued two (2) circulars as stated below:
4 GST applicability on Seed Certification Tags
Circular
reference
[It is clarified that GST is exempt on the activity of seed certification tags by Seed
100/19/2019-GST
Certification Agency. However, Supply of seed tags by the other departments/
dated 30 April
manufacturers to the State Government/Seed Certification Agencies is a supply of
2019
goods liable to tax]
101/20/2019-GST 4 GST exemption on the upfront amount payable in installments for long term lease
of plots, under Notification No. 12/2017 – Central Tax (R) S. No.41 dated 28.06.2017
dated 30 April
2019
4 [It is clarified that GST exemption on the upfront amount payable for long term
lease (of thirty years, or more) of industrial plots or plots for development of
infrastructure for financial business under Entry No. 41 of Exemption Notification
12/2017 – Central Tax (R) dated 28.06.2017 is admissible irrespective of whether
such upfront amount is payable or paid in one or more installments, provided the
amount is determined upfront]
12 | FTCCI Review | June, 2019

Other updates
CBIC has issued FAQ (Part I) and (Part II) on real estate Sector on 14 May 2019 in the context of recent
changes real estate tariff
Auto calculation E-way bill route distance - E-waybill system is now enabled to auto calculate route
distance for movement of goods, based on the Postal PIN codes of source and destination locations given
by the user. The e-waybill system will calculate and display the actual distance between the supplier and
recipient addresses. User is allowed to edit the distance shown, but it will be limited to 10% more than the
displayed distance. In case, source PIN and destination PIN are same, the user can enter up to a maximum
of 100 kms only. If PIN entered is incorrect, the system would alert the user as INVALID PIN CODE, but
he can continue entering the distance.
EWB system will not allow generation of multiple e-way bills based on one invoice, by any party – consignor,
consignee or transporter. That is, once E-way Bill is generated with an invoice number, then no one can
generate another E-Way Bill with the same invoice number.
Offline utilities have been made available for Annual returns in GSTR 9, GSTR 9A and GSTR 9C reconciliation
statement on GSTIN portal
COURTESY : CA Irshad Mohammed, Partner - MIA & Associates

Seminar on

“International Business opportunities under ADB funded projects”
On 12 July 2019 at Vivanta Hotel, Begumpet, Hyderabad

The seminar aims to increase awareness among
the participants on various business opportunities available under ADB-financed projects and
their advantages.
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) is playing a
key role in assisting its members, and partners,
by providing loans, technical assistance, grants,
and equity investments to promote social and
economic development. As per the annual report
2018 released by the ADB, India was the biggest
recipient of funds totaling USD 3.168 billion, this
is the highest level of assistance since sovereign
operations began in the country in 1986.

Chief Guest :

Sri Sunil Sharma, IAS *
Principal Secretary, Transport, Roads and
Buildings, Govt. of Telangana

Speakers

ADB Sector-wise funded projects in India
Transport, Energy, Finance, Urban
Infrastructure, Public Sector Management,
Agriculture & Rural Development, Industry &
Trade, Education, ICT, Health
Presentations on:
* ADB Procurement System
* Identifying Business Opportunities on the
ADB’s website
* Procurement Opportunities in ADBs Loan
Funded Projects and TA
* Forthcoming opportunities under ADB
Projects
Who can participate
Individual contractors, Contracting companies
manufacturers, suppliers/traders, NGOs
consultants, Government officials

Mr. Bisma Husen,

Registration Fee: @ Rs. 1,000/per participant (inclusive of all taxes)

Mr. Chandra Mohan Arora,

Mr. K. Srikanth, 040-23395515,
e-mail: srikanth@ftcci.in

Principal Procurement Specialist, Procurement,
Portfolio and Financial Management Department
Senior Procurement Officer, South Asia
Department

For further queries you may contact :
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MSME Form - I
On May 1st, 2019, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs
(“MCA“) released e-form MSME 1 (“MSME 1“), requiring
all companies obtaining supplies of goods/ services from
micro and small enterprises (“Enterprises“) and whose
respective payments to such Enterprises exceed forty-five
days from the date of acceptance or the date of deemed
acceptance of such goods/ services to file MSME 1, by 30th
May, 2019. The release of e-form MSME 1 by the MCA
was a result of MCA’s earlier order -Specified Companies
(Furnishing of information about payment to micro and
small enterprise suppliers) Order 2019 (“Order“) dated

Ashim Obhan,
Vrinda Patodia and
Shubhangi Agarwal
Obhan & Associates

22nd of January 2019. The Order stated that, all companies
who get supplies of goods/services from Enterprises and
whose respective payments to such Enterprises exceed
forty- five days from the date of acceptance or the date of
deemed acceptance of such goods/ services (hereinafter
referred to as “Specified Companies“), are required to
submit a half yearly return to the MCA stating the amount
of payment due and the reasons for the delay. The Order
required all Specified Companies to furnish details of all
such outstanding dues by filing MSME 1.

Small, Micro and Medium Enterprises
Section 7 of the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Development Act, 2006 defines the scope of micro, small and
medium enterprises as follows:

Manufacturing Sector					
Service Sector
Enterprises		
Investment in Plant & 		
Enterprises		
			
Machinery
Micro Enterprises
Does not exceed Rs. 25 Lakhs. Micro Enterprises
										
Small Enterprises
More than Rs. 25 Lakhs but
Small Enterprises
			
does not exceed Rs. 5 Crores.				
										
Medium Enterprise
More than Rs. 5 Crores but
Medium Enterprise
			
does not exceed Rs. 10 Crores.				
										
The term enterprises cover companies, partnership firm,
Association of Person, Hindu Undivided Family, cooperative society, proprietorship firm etc. It is to be noted
that MSME 1 is not applicable in the case of outstanding
sums due to medium scale enterprises.
Procedure for Filing MSME 1
MSME 1 requires Specified Companies to provide details
such as the total amount that is outstanding on the date
of the MSME 1 being deployed, details about the Specified
Company (name, address, PAN and CIN), particulars
of the supplier of the Enterprise (name, PAN), the date
from which the amount is due and reasons for the delay
in payment. Subsequent to the notification of the Order,
the MCA clarified that the due date for filing MSME 1
for the first time shall be thirty days from the date the of
the deployment of the MSME 1 on the MCA portal. As
mentioned, MSME 1 has been released on the MCA portal
as on 1st May 2019.
Following the first filing of MSME 1, every Specified
Company is required to file MSME 1 twice a year as stated
below:
* For the period April – September: Due date is 31st October;
14 | FTCCI Review | June, 2019

Investment in Equipment
Does not exceed
Rs. 10 Lakhs.
More than Rs. 10 Lakhs 		
but does not exceed
Rs. 2 Crores.
More than Rs. 2 Crores
but does not exceed
Rs. 5 Crores.

and
* For the period October – March: Due Date is 30th
April.
Penalty
A failure to comply with the Order shall attract a fine which
is extendable to twenty-five thousand rupees. Further,
any officer in default of the Specified Company shall be
punishable with imprisonment which can extend to a
period of six months or fine which can extend to three
lakhs rupees, but not less than twenty-five thousand
rupees or both.

Conclusion
Moving forward, Enterprises will first need to determine
whether their suppliers are registered under the Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises Development Act, 2006.
If they have been, and if payments to them are due for
more than forty-five days from the date of acceptance of
the goods or services, the Enterprise would be required
to file MSME 1.
http://www.mondaq.com/india/x/806526/
Corporate+Commercial+Law/Msme+Form+I

Transport and Marketing
Assistance (TMA)
An Incentive Scheme to
Boost Agri-Exports

As a part of implementation action plan of Agriculture Export Policy,
2018, which the Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi has approved in December 2018, with an aim to
double the shipments to $60 billion by 2022 and integrating Indian
farmers and agricultural products to the global value chain, the
government now announced the scheme for providing Financial
Assistance for Transport and Marketing of Agriculture Products to
boost Exports of such commodities to certain countries in Europe
and North America.
SN Panigrahi
GST Consultant
Hyderabad
email:Snpanigrahi1963@gmail.com

T

here is a huge potential to increase agri-exports from India which need
to be explored by providing proper financial incentives, lower cost of
doing business and market support to boost exports. Indian agricultural/
horticultural and processed foods are exported to more than 100 countries/
regions; chief among them are the Middle East, Southeast Asia, SAARC
countries, the EU and the US. However, till date, India’s agriculture exports
were more opportunistic or accidental in nature without proper policy backup,
which did not necessarily create additional value for farmers.
Now with the new policy measures proposed, it may instill new enthusiasm,
and confidence to exporters as it is expected to provide stability in export policy
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by ending restrictions for exports,
providing institutional ways for
market access and bringing better
predictability and give impetus
for exports of agri and agri-based
produces. Stable policy framework
will allow all stakeholders to build
business models with medium- to
long-term plans, creating a strong
USP for an India Agri-export Product
which is crucial to success and to put
firmly Indian agriculture produce
on the global map.
The commerce ministry has laid out
a detailed procedure for claiming
benefits under the newly introduced
Transport and Marketing Assistance
(TMA) scheme, which aims at
boosting agricultural exports. Under
the TMA plan, the government will
reimburse a certain portion of freight
charges and provide assistance for
marketing of agricultural produce.
4 Under the scheme Financial
Assistance shall be provided
for transport and marketing of
agriculture products to boost
exports of such commodities to
certain countries in Europe and
North America.
4DGFT Notification No 58/20152020 published on 29 March
2019 regarding addition of a
new chapter 7(A) added in FTP
on Transport and Marketing
assistance (TMA) for Specified
Agricultural Products 1/9
4 DGFT Public Notice No 82/201520 published on 29 March 2019
regarding procedure and ANF for
availing Transport and Marketing
Assistance (TMA) for Specified
Agriculture Productions.
4
Transport and Marketing
Assistance (TMA) for export of
Specified Agriculture Products
to specified destinations would
be available as per Department
of Commerce’s Notification No.
17/3/2018-EP (Agri.IV) dated
27.2.201

Transport and Marketing
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Assistance” (TMA) – Objective
The “Transport and Marketing Assistance” (TMA) for specified agriculture
products scheme aims to provide assistance for the international component
of freight and marketing of agricultural produce which is likely to mitigate
disadvantage of higher cost of transportation of export of specified agriculture
products due to trans-shipment and to promote brand recognition for Indian
agricultural products in the specified overseas markets.

Coverage of the Scheme
4All exporters, duly registered with relevant Export Promotion Council as
per Foreign Trade Policy, of eligible agriculture products shall be covered
under this scheme.
4The assistance, at notified rates, will be available for export of eligible
agriculture products to the permissible countries, as specified from time
to time.

Applicability of the Scheme:
4 The Scheme would be applicable for a period as specified from time to
time. Presently the Scheme would be available for exports effected from
1.3.2019 to 31.03.2020

Eligibility of Products:
4 The assistance will be provided on export of all agriculture products
covered in HSN chapter 1 to 24 including marine and plantation products
except those mentioned in Annexure (1).

TMA Scheme
Objectives

Assistance
for the
International
Component of
Freight and
Marketing of
Agricultural
Produce
To mitigate
Disadvantage
of
higher cost of
Transportation

Coverage

All Exporters Duly
Registered with
Relevant Export
Promotion
Council (EPC) i.e
Having RCMC
Assistance, at
Notified Rates as
per Annexure (3)
For Export
of Eligible
Agriculture
Products to the
Permissible
Countries as per
Annexure (2)

Applicability
Available for exports
effected from
1.3.2019 to 31.03.2020
Eligibility of
Products
Export of all agriculture
products covered in
HSN
Chapter 1 to 24
including marine and
plantation products
except those mentioend
in Annexure (1).
Pattern of Assistance
Cash through
Direct Bank Transfer

Pattern of Assistance

Categories of Export
(a) Assistance under TMA would be provided in cash through direct bank Ineligible for TMA
transfer as part reimbursement of freight paid. FOB supplies where no
freight is paid by Indian exporters are not covered under this scheme.
(b) The level of assistance would be different for different regions as
notified from time to time for export of eligible products. List of export
destinations/countries in each region eligible for assistance under TMA
are mentioned in Annexure (2)

(c) The assistance shall be admissible only if payments for the exports are
received in Free Foreign Exchange through normal banking channels.
(d) The scheme shall be admissible for the exports made through EDI ports
only.
(e) The scheme covers freight and marketing assistance for export by air as
well as by sea (both normal and reefer cargo).
(f) For export of products by sea, TMA will be based on the freight paid
for a full Twentyfeet Equivalent Unit (TEU) containers. The assistance
will not be available for (i) Less than Container Load (LCL) and (ii) a
container having both eligible and ineligible category of cargo. Further,
no TMA is available where the cargo is shipped in bulk/break bulk mode.
A forty feet container will be treated as two TEUs.
(g) Assistance for products exported by air would be based on per ton freight
charges on net weight of the export cargo, calculated on the full ton
basis, ignoring any fraction thereof.
(h) The assistance will be provided at the rates as notified in Annexure 3.

Export by Air as well as Sea
For Export Products by Sea

* TMA will be based on the Freight paid for a Full Twenty-feet
equivalent Unit (TEU) containers
The Assistance will not be available for
i) Less than Container Load (LCL) and
ii) a Container having both eligible and inelligible category of cargo
iii) where the cargo is shipped in bulk/break bulk mode
For Export Products by Air

Assistance for products exported by air would be based on per ton
freight charges on net weight of the export cargo, calculated on the
full ton basis, ignoring any franction thereof

For more details about procedure for claiming TMA and documents to
be submitted, please visit http://dgft.gov.in/sites/default/files/Eng.%20
PN%2082%20dt%2029.3.19_0.pdf

The following exports categories
/ sectors shall be ineligible under
this scheme:
4 Products exported from SEZs/
EOUs/ EHTPs/ STPs/ BTPs/
FTWZs
4 SEZ/EOU/EHTPs/STPs/BTPs/
FTWZs products exported
through DTA units
4 Export of imported goods covered
under paragraph 2.46 of the
FTP;
4 Exports through trans-shipment,
i.e. exports that are originating in
third country but trans- shipped
through India;
4 Items, which are restricted or
prohibited for export under
Schedule-2 of Export Policy in
ITC (HS), unless specifically
notified.
4 Export products which are subject
to Minimum Export Price or
export duty, unless specifically
notified.
4 Export of goods through courier
or foreign post offices using
e-Commerce Procedure for
Availing Assistance under the
Scheme
4 TMA would be reimbursed
through the Regional Authorities
of DGFT as per the procedure
laid down in Chapter 7(A) of
Handbook of Procedures (20152020).
4 Mechanism for Scrutiny of the
claims, audit, recovery and penal
action.4/9
4 DGFT will lay down procedure for
scrutiny of the claims, audit of the
payments made, recovery of the
ineligible/excess paid assistance,
interest on such recoveries. The
defaulters shall be liable for penal
action under the provisions of
Foreign Trade (Development &
Regulation) Act, 1992, Rules and
orders made thereunder.
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Six Grounded Customer
Retention Strategies for

E-Commerce Business
Nilakantan Srinivasan
Director, Canopus Business
Management Group

1. Make it safe

It is believed that in India, online retail sales will
grow by 51% to touch US$120 Bn by 2020. Some
of the leading eCommerce companies are Flipkart,
Amazon India and Paytm Mall. Current mobile
internet penetration in urban India is around 57%
and rural India is at 18% only. The penetration
of mobile internet have spurred e-Commerce
penetration in India and thus bulk of the growth in
e-commerce is expected to happen in rural India.
e-Commerce presents excellent opportunities for
small & medium businesses but it is becoming
increasingly difficult for them to sustain due
to various reasons. For the big names in
e-Commerce, top most challenge is the availability
of logistics network in rural India. For the smaller
brands, the challenges are acquiring and retaining
customers.
We will examine, 6 grounded customer retention
strategies for small and medium e-Commerce
businesses in India.
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The mill works faster on matters
related to fraud and scams.
Customers who haven't even tried
e-Commerce have stories to tell
about online frauds and scams
starting from dubious transactions
to fake products. Hence, the first and
foremost step for any e-Commerce
retailer is to build a safe and secure
environment for the customers. If
the customer experiences issues or
even if it seems unsafe or doubtful,
he/she is never going to return. For
an e-Commerce merchant, reach is
global. Hence you have to establish
best-in-class info-security practices
such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
for data transmission, secure
data storage systems, real time
vulnerability monitoring, etc.
Here is a quick list of things to
check:
a Payment gateway service provider
is trusted
a Website has SSL certificate
a Avoid re-direction to another
website
a Your contact information provided
is authentic and verified. Display
real names withdesignation and
contact numbers.
a Give full address and link it google
maps.

a Explicitly state all terms and
conditions.
a Servers, database and applications
are protected and monitored realtime
a All these are standard items
that your website developer or
platform owner should be able
to handle.
Customers are more likely to come
back to you only when they believe
its safe (no fraud, no scams &
transparent). To reiterate, it is to
do with customers ‘belief’ not how
safe your website really is.
2. Solve Customer
Problems
Not all e-Commerce transactions are
going to be straight through. There
are bound to incomplete orders,
botched transactions, payment
failures, etc. Trust the customer
and never assume he/she is out
there to cheat you. As a customer,
we are also equally skeptical of a
new website or seller when we do an
online transaction. So be proactive
and take steps to immediately
contact the customer, clarify and
solve any problems. Don’t wait for
the customers to raise a complaint
or ticket. With big brands like
Flipkart, Amazon, customers are
more tolerant but for small and new
brands, you have to go out of the way
to help the customers. Don’t hesitate
to pick up the phone and talk.
It is highly likely that customers will
come back when they know the real
people behind the company (you or
your employees). Build rapport and
relationship with your customers as
you do in your offline business. To
start with, it would be nice if you call
all customers and thank them.
3. Keep it Simple
When you build an e-Commerce
website, it can easily get complicated.
There are so many new technology
products and features out there, but
remember to keep it as simple as

Customers are more likely
to come back to you only
when they believe its safe
(no fraud, no scams &
transparent)
possible, when you start. For example,
there are Artificial Intelligence (AI)
based recommendation systems which
would recommend customers what
else they can buy, etc. Just because you
see it in Amazon, Flipkart or PayTM,
doesn’t mean you should have it in
your website. Keep your design simple
and easy for the customer to select
and make the purchase. Here is a
small test - If a 6th grader can navigate
and buy a product in your website, its
good enough.
4. Keep it up to date
It takes a lot of time and effort to
build an e-Commerce website.
Unfortunately, it takes even more
effort to keep it updated. Most
websites have out of stock products,
old descriptions, dead links, duplicate
products, disparate prices & offers, etc.
that ruin repeat business. Returning
customers form a quick impression
when they encounter such issues.
5. Go for real
testimonials
For you, the residual value of satisfying
a customer is his/her testimonial. Aim
to collect good quality testimonials
from all your customers. These
testimonials can be in written or audio
visual format. Many e-Commerce
websites fake it. Never build a portfolio
of fake testimonials. Be genuine, don’t
put fake profiles & testimonials. Most
customers have developed a keen eye
for catching such anomaly. If they
doubt, they’ll never do business with

you in future. On the other hand,
don’t go overboard and pester your
loyal customers for testimonials. If
you can’t get genuine testimonials,
don’t manufacture them.
6. Build a Portfolio
You need a portfolio of products
that match to your customer
persona. Digital Marketing would
seem like a logical next step when
your e-Commerce site is up and
running. Without suitable portfolio
of products in your platform, you
will never see return-on-investment.
To retain customers, first you need
a portfolio of products.
This is the list of 6 grounded
customer retention strategies for
e-Commerce Businesses. Beyond
this list, there are few common
customer retention strategies that
are commonly prescribed. All of
them work to some extent.
1 Offer Exciting Discounts &
Offers
2 Using Targeted Web Push
Notifications
3 New Products 		
Announcements
4 Start Loyalty Programs
5 VIP membership
6 Build customer communities
7 Move to other business
models such as subscription
based
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Tribute to

100 Years of Rich Heritage

High Court of Telangana
The pink and granite building built in typical Mughal-Saracenic
style has weathered many a storm, including a fire that engulfed
the library in 2009 but has survived and completed
100 years of its existence.

Anyone going to the Old City will be
charmed by the onion-shaped domes
of the iconic High Court at Afzalgunj.
The pink and granite building built
in typical Mughal-Saracenic style has
weathered many a storm, including a
fire that engulfed the library in 2009
but has survived and completed 100
years of its existence.
“The Hyderabad High Court was
one of the first High Courts to be set
up in any princely
state of India.
The construction
of the High
Court started on
April 15, 1915 and
completed on
March 31, 1919.
Mohammed
Saf iullah
of
Deccan Heritage
Trust says, “The
High Court is
unique in more
ways than one. It
has the largest, biggest and highest
Indo-Sarcenic arch anywhere and it
is even much larger than the Bulund
Darwaza at Fatehpur Sikri, Agra.”
Prime Minister of Hyderabad state
(1853-83) Salar Jung had introduced
a regular and efficient judicial system
in Hyderabad and also introduced
a legal department for framing
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laws. About 18.22 lakh expenditure
incurred for the new High Court
building on a nine-acre land and
was inaugurated by Mir Osman Ali
Khan, the VII Nizam of Hyderabad,
on April 20, 1920. The HC was
initially situated at Pathergatti. Later
on, it was shifted to several places
in the city before shifting to the
present building which construction
commenced on April 15, 1915 and
completed on March 31, 1919.
The majestic High Court building
on the banks of the Musi river is
a symbol of everything that the
Nizami city of Hyderabad is known
for: Grace and elegance.
Built of pink granite and sandstone
in the Mughal-Saracenic style, the
century-old building is a landmark
that arrests the view of locals and
tourists alike as they cross the Musi.
A model of the building, etched on
a 300-kg silver sheet, was presented
to the Nizam, and is now on display
at the Purani Haveli Museum in
Hyderabad.
Hyderabad, the seat of the Nizams
who ruled one of the largest States,

was a citadel of Islamic culture.
The present-day Hyderabad has
come a long way and is an icon of a
cosmopolitan multi-cultural society.
But the imposing domes of the High
Court building on the skyline hark
back to the city’s history.
An efficient judicial system was
introduced in Hyderabad State by Sir
Salar Jung, who was Prime Minister
of Hyderabad State from 1853 to
1883. The Judges of the High Court
then were appointed by a Firman
or Hukum (Royal Order) of the
Nizam on the recommendation of
the Government. All the members
of the Judiciary, including the High
Court judges, were then governed by
the Hyderabad Civil Services Rules.
During the 19th Century, several laws
and statutes, on the lines of those in
British India, came to be enacted in
Hyderabad State also. In 1893, the
Dastru-al-Amal was promulgated
regulating the procedures of the
High Court.
By 1922, the judiciary was separated
from the executive. It was rapid
progress for the judicial system

considering that till Nizam Mahbub
Ali Khan’s time, the tough Mughal
judicial system was used to dispense
justice. Hyderabad was under the
control of a kotwal who was the
land administrator as well as law
enforcer. But once the post of
the municipal commissioner was
created, the Kotwal’s job was limited
to policing, marking the separation
of the executive from the judiciary.
During the 1950s, after the accession
of the state of Hyderabad, a bench of
the Supreme Court too functioned
from the High Court with the help
of Urdu language experts because
during the Nizam rule Urdu was the
main medium of communication
in the courts. The High Court of
Hyderabad has undergone changes
in location, language and name. The
court’s name was Majlis Aliya Adalat
and the transactions of the court was
in the Persian language. In 1883, the
language of the court was changed
to Urdu reflecting the changes in
the society. After Hyderabad was
merged with India, the language
changed to English. When the new
building was inaugurated in 1919,
it began to be called High Court of
Hyderabad. In 1956 it became High
Court of Andhra Pradesh. In 2014,
it became High Court of Judicature
for the States of Andhra Pradesh
and Telangana. In 2019, its name has
been changed to High Court for the
State of Telangana.
Compiled by :
T.Sujatha, Joint Director, FTCCI
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Global Risks and Policy
Challenges facing
Emerging Market Economies
Shaktikanta Das
Governor, Reserve Bank of India

Global Risks
Let me highlight three major risks
confronting EMEs in 2019.
2.The biggest risk facing these
economies is the growing evidence
that global growth and trade is
weakening. Unsettled trade tensions
and developments around Brexit are
imparting further downside risks to
the outlook. There is considerable
uncertainty as to whether this
weakness is temporary or the
beginning of a recession in advanced
economies. This uncertainty also
seems to be reflected in several
downward revisions to the 2019
global growth forecast by the IMF.
Moreover, central banks across
the world are stepping back from
tightening monetary policy and some
of them are promoting easier lending
conditions. In some economies, fiscal
stimuli are being used to support
growth.
3.The second risk is that EMEs
remain vulnerable to financial
market volatility as the experience
of 2018 has shown. The risk
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of sudden stops and reversals
of capital flows has increased.
Consequent external financing gaps
and currency depreciations could
undermine the outlook for growth
and macroeconomic stability for
these economies, just when global
growth had begun to show signs

of a synchronised revival a decade
after the global financial crisis.
Furthermore, adverse financial
conditions could aggravate existing
stress in the balance sheets of lending
institutions in some EMEs and
stretch their capital requirements.

We are aware that most EMEs have emerged
more resilient than before from a turbulent
2018. For the greater part of 2018, the EMEs
faced a wave of global spillover risks leading
to capital outflows, currency and asset price
volatility and tightened financial conditions.
These developments posed risks to growth and
inflation. Strong fundamentals, forex reserve
buffers, capital in banking systems and prudent
macroeconomic policies, however, enabled these
economies to absorb global spillovers. Yet, as
Agustin Carstens and Hyun Song Shin soberingly
point out, “EMEs aren’t out of the woods yet”.

maintain monetary and financial
stability.

4.The third risk to EMEs is the
high volatility in international oil
prices. For net energy importers like
India, the recent firming up of oil
prices on production cuts by major
suppliers presents risks to current
account deficit and inflation. The
financialisation of energy markets
and changing underlying dynamics
in the global oil market are adding
an upside risk to prices, though the
demand is subdued. While breakeven costs for shale production have
apparently increased, investors have
turned risk averse and are focusing
on cash flows and financial returns.
This may reduce the flexibility of
shale output in filling the shortfalls
created by OPEC plus production
cuts.
Policy Challenges
So, in this environment, what are
the policy challenges faced by
EMEs?
5.In the aftermath of the global
financial crisis (GFC), several EMEs
have embarked upon structural
reforms to reorient their economies.
In the short-run, however, these
reforms inevitably involve sacrifices,
including in terms of losses of growth
momentum. Conventionally, these
reforms are best undertaken in the

expansionary phase of the economic
cycle. With growth slowing down
in a synchronised manner across
borders, the space for undertaking
and/or pushing ahead with structural
reforms is likely to become severely
constricted or even deterred. But
the fact remains that we need more
structural reforms precisely when the
economy is slowing down to ensure
durable momentum to growth.
This is a point which I would like
to stress.
6.As the global economy loses
speed and with fiscal space getting
squeezed, the focus in EMEs as well
as advanced economies is likely to
be on monetary policy as the first
line of defence. Central banks may
once again be expected to assume
the mantle of guardians of the
world economy. The global financial
crisis has, however, exposed several
limitations of conventional and
unconventional monetary policy
tools. In despair, some have turned to
the heterodox evolution of ideas that
has come to be known as modern
monetary theory. While the jury is
still out on this idea, I have my own
strong reservations on this due to
its serious downside risks. In the
end, monetary policy must touch the
real economy, spur investments, and

7.I do, however, feel that the time
has come to think out of the box,
including by challenging the
conventional wisdom. Let me try
and somewhat shock you with one
such thought experiment. Typically,
modern central banks with interest
rates as their main instrument move
in baby steps – 25 basis points or
multiples thereof – and announce
a stance of tightening, neutrality
or accommodation to guide the
markets and the public on the likely
future course of policy. One thought
that comes to my mind is that if
the unit of 25 basis points is not
sacrosanct and just a convention,
monetary policy can be well served
by calibrating the size of the policy
rate to the dynamics of the situation
and the size of the change itself
can convey the stance of policy.
For instance, if easing of monetary
policy is required but the central
bank prefers to be cautious in its
accommodation, a 10 basis points
reduction in the policy rate would
perhaps communicate the intent
of authorities more clearly than
two separate moves – one on the
policy rate, wasting 15 basis points of
valuable rate action to rounding off,
and the other on the stance, which in
a sense, binds future policy action to
a pre-committed direction. Likewise,
in a situation in which the central
bank prefers to be accommodative
but not overly so, it could announce
a cut in the policy rate by 35 basis
points if it has judged that the
standard 25 basis points is too little,
but its multiple, i.e., 50 basis points
is too much. This approach can also
be useful when the central bank is
on a tightening mode and potentially
help avoid policy turnaround from
forward guidance via stance too far
into the future, which in a highly
volatile global scenario, may not even
be a year. I am articulating this idea
not necessarily in search of a theory
but in search of traction with domain
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One thought that
comes to my mind is
that if the unit of 25
basis points is not
sacrosanct and just a
convention, monetary
policy can be well
served by calibrating
the size of the policy
rate to the dynamics
of the situation and
the size of the change
itself can convey the
stance of policy

experts and more particularly, with
practitioner central bankers who
face these dilemmas in their dayto- day lives.
8.At another level, a formidable
challenge that EMEs will continue
to face is the management of global
spillovers. We live in a world of mobile
capital flows where consequences
of their arrivals, sudden stops and
reversals are to be borne nationally.
Against this backdrop, a truly global
financial safety net remains elusive.
The strengthening of resources of
the IMF gets pushed out into time
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whenever we come together for
Spring or Annual meetings. Under
these conditions, EMEs which are
typically at the receiving end when
global spillovers flare up, have no
recourse but to build their own forex
reserve buffers. Paradoxically, the
accumulation of reserves has become
stigmatised, including with labels
such as “currency manipulation”. As
I see it, we may be unintentionally
setting the stage for several EME
currencies to break out and challenge
the hegemony of the dominant
reserve currencies. There is a need
for greater understanding on both
sides. In the meantime, so far as the
Reserve Bank of India is concerned,
we will continue to play by the extant
rules of the game.
9.Central banks have to interact
closely with financial markets for
transmission of monetary policy
impulses. In this context, ensuring
a sound and efficient payment and
settlement system is a pre-requisite.
Taking cognisance of exponential
growth of digitisation and online
commerce in India, policy efforts
have been directed in recent years
to put in place a state of the art
national payments infrastructure
and technology platform. This
has changed the retail payments
scenario of the country. Regulation
and development of our payment
system envisages the objectives
of safety, security, convenience,
accessibility, and leveraging
technological solutions to enable
faster processing. In order to ensure
an orderly development of FinTechs
and streamline their influence into
the financial system, we are now
working on guidelines to introduce
a ‘regulatory sandbox/innovation
hub’ within a well-defined space and
duration to experiment with FinTech
solutions.
10.In this high flux and uncertain
environment, EMEs could perhaps
be better off by stepping up
cooperation on all fronts, while

recognising multi- polarity. One
area of cooperation could be to put
in place an institutional mechanism
which balances the concerns of
both oil exporting and importing
countries to ensure stability in energy
prices. EMEs also need to explore
alternatives to reduce dependence
on conventional energy sources, and
give greater focus on renewables and
energy efficiency. The International
Solar Alliance, with its headquarters
in New Delhi, is a vivid example. It
seeks to provide a dedicated platform
for cooperation among financial and
solar resource rich countries so that
the global community benefits from
the use of solar energy.
11.In closing, let me say a few words
about India. Real GDP growth is
expected to clock 7.2 per cent during
2019-20, the fastest among large
economies of the world, growing
by an average rate of around 7.5 per
cent in recent years. Inflation has
remained below target, averaging
3.6 per cent for the period under the
inflation targeting framework so far
(since October 2016 up to February
2019); the current account deficit is
expected to be around 2.5 per cent of
GDP in 2018-19; and the gross fiscal
deficit has adhered to budgetary
targets.
12.Looking ahead, our priority is to
remain watchful and take coordinated
action to revive growth and maintain
macroeconomic, financial and price
stability.

Delivered at the event
“Governor Talks” on the
sidelines of the Fund-Bank
Spring Meetings, 2019,
Washington DC;
April 12, 2019
Source : www.rbi.org.in

DESIGN

THINKING
The Way forward
There are different reports on business mortality. While some
report that 8 out of 10 start ups fail every year, some other reports
say that 96 of 100 units vanish in next 10 years. How to improve the
span of business life? Design thinking is the latest answer.
Dr A. Ramachandra Aryasri
Management Consultant
(Design Thinking)
Former Director & Professor,
School of Management Studies,
Jawaharlal Nehru Technological
University, Hyderabad

Design implies planning and making
something for a specific use or
purpose. If a product or service fails
in the market, we say that is not
planned properly and the purpose
is lost. As business entities, we
create something that has meaning
and exists for a specific reason.
Design is a planned purpose. Never
mistake design for decoration or
making things pretty. Good design
is functional and objective i.e., it
should be true to every one. Good
design is much beyond colour, form,

light, or texture. Good designers
are open minded, observant, good
listeners and curious.
This is the age of design thinking.
One way to excel is to apply design
thinking to whatever we do,
whether it is business (domestic/
international),
agriculture,
manufacturing, non-profit activities
or services like wellness, hospitality
etc. Design thinking across world is
acclaimed as a tool that enhances
the sustainability and profitability
for every business irrespective of
its size and location. Let us analyse
how design thinking helps to excel.
As a business entity, our primary
responsibility is to engage and
empathise with our stakeholders that
use our products and services and
be the chief evangelist for creating

products and services that contribute
to an excellent/unique customer
experience.

Design is everywhere If seen carefully,

it can be observed that every product
and service is designed to create or
add value. Whether it is an electric
car, gas stove, or pressure cooker
how they could become an integral
part of our life? Only because they
could address our specific needs such
as environmental sustainability or
simplifying the cooking process. The
basic questions underlying design
thinking are: how is the present
product or service is designed? Does
it provide the intended value? Can
it be designed better? Ask these
questions to yourself, about the
products and services you offer as
part of your business. This is the
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first step in design thinking: then,
start noticing how design can affect
your business.
Again, question yourself how best
the products and services you use
in day today can be better designed
and offered. If you find a relevant
and feasible answer, that means you
are sitting on a goldmine.

Design is the differentiating factor In

a competitive market, quality designs
alone help to differentiate ourselves
in the crowd. Design thinking is
equally applicable to both traditional
and modern products and services
and helps to create a niche market
and higher profitability.

Design thinking across all the
departments Design thinking is

not just concerned with making
prototypes. Such companies that
apply design thinking across all
departments are the successful ones
today. Apple has been one of the
first few successful companies that
bagged the prize for good design
in every aspect of its business.
Design thinking is a methodology
of applying design principles to every
layer of the business.

Empathise with the customers The

much darker secret to success is
to solve the real problems of your
customers. Those who get to know
thoroughly their customers only can
solve the real problems confronting
their business. Immerse yourself in
the environment of your customers,
where do they live, where and how
they work, understand what they
look for, their hopes, motivations,
fears, and goals. Develop genuine
empathy for them and this helps
you to create naturally create better
products and services.
Empathising is a crucial process in
design thinking that encompasses
a) understanding the problem
b) understand the people c)
knowing what users think and
feel c) experiencing what users do
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Empathising is a
crucial process in
design thinking that
encompasses
understanding the
problem
understand the
people
knowing what users
think and feel
experiencing what
users do and say and
seeing from a
fresh perspective.
Interviewing is part
of the empathy phase
of design.
and say and e) seeing from a fresh
perspective. Interviewing is part of
the empathy phase of design.

a methodology that imbues the full
spectrum of innovation activities
with a human-centered design ethos.
In other words, innovation is powered
by a thorough understanding,
through direct observation, of what
people want and need in their lives
and what they like or dislike about
the way particular products are
made, packaged, marketed, sold,
and supported.. In design thinking,
everything starts with understanding
the customers’ needs, and then
comes the design of product or
service with a sustainable business
strategy.
What really matters is an innovative
product or service that changes really
how your business interacts with
the customers. Brainstorming is
the most common technique used
to evolve alternate solutions to a
given problem. The Volvo’s Your
Concept Car (YCC) is a bundle of
several innovations from a group
of women who for years have been
saying that many products including
automobiles, are not designed
according to their needs, which may
be different from the needs of other
drivers and passengers.

Prototyping Prototypes are built
with a defined purpose and to
reduce uncertainty. Prototypes
are of four categories, namely,
physical, focused, comprehensive
and analytical. Gone are the days of
traditional prototyping, today, we
have rapid prototyping and virtual
or digital prototyping using 3D
CAD Models, thanks to technology.
Prototypes help to evaluate a given
concept. Prototypes are extensively
used in a) learning and teaching,
b) communicating design ideas
effectively c) testing the complete
system by integrating sub-systems
and d) to set milestones in the
development process.

Innovation and creativity-centric Tim Product architecture Here the
Brown, in his book on Change by
Design, defines design thinking as

functional elements are arranged
into building blocks for the product

or family of products. Some of
the crucial decisions regarding
the architecture include a)
decomposition of product into its
sub-systems and components b)
allocation of product functions to
the sub-systems and components c)
specifications of multiple variants of
sub-systems and components and d)
assignment of design responsibility
for the sub-systems and components.
Product architecture may be modular
or integrated. Smart phones and
laptops are a few examples where
some of their functions/components
are either modular or integrated or
both. It is advised to a) think of a
given product or service as a family
of variants, b) explore how to take
advantage of modularity for the
product or service and c) envision
the entire product family to take
advantage of modularity.

Surveys, follow up calls and usability
testing Engage and interact with

the users, interview them through
schedules/questionnaires or short
field encounters. Never take the
customers for granted. Even in the
cases where profits are forthcoming,
it is essential to determine the
customer’s experience with the
given product or service. This is
sine qua non for further growth and
prosperity. Enhancing the customer
experience through improved
designs much before the competitors
is another fact that is lost sight of
by many. How can you succeed
without knowing if your product or
service is solving a problem for your
target customer?
Quick surveys, follow up calls,
feedback, usability testing are
extensively used to know what
customers like or do not lime and
this information is quickly used to
iterate and improve. Engaging with
people directly reveals tremendous
insights about the way they think
and the values they hold. At times,
in the process they may even reflect

on what they cherish (even if they
do not hold such values) and these
indicate deeply held beliefs about
the way the world is.

Start part by part and Develop Agility

The business comprises several
functions and activities and it is
not wise to take entire business by
storm to design and to improve.
Rather, start with a small part of
the business and then slowly grow
it over time. Slowly get used to
the idea of testing from time to
time, identify how best to improve
and iterate quickly. Agility is the
nimbleness, the power of moving
quickly and easily. The businesses
that develop agility only survive in
the long run.
The agile organizations value a)
individuals and interactions over
processes and tools b) working
software rather than documentation
and c) customer collaboration over
advanced negotiation. They are
highly responsive to change rather
than having a plan in advance.

Environmental Sustainability Design

for Environment (DFE) is the current
trend. DFE is a method to minimise
or eliminate environmental impacts
of a product over its life cycle. It
maintains or improves the product
quality and cost while reducing
the environmental impact. It is
well proved fact that those who
blended their business strategy
with environmental sustainability
are today’s leaders in business and
industry. There are many ways one
can address the environmental
impacts such as global warming,
resource depletion, solid waste,
water pollution, air pollution, land
degradation etc. Reuse, Recycle
and Reduce is the dictums to be
followed religiously if you wish to
stay in business.
Here are four simple rules to be
followed for designing products and
services for DFE: i) use industrial
material that can be recycled

continually ii) use natural materials
that can be fully returned to the
earth’s natural cycles iii) do not
produce unnatural, toxic materials
iv) design products and processes
with clean, renewable sources of
energy.

Validate new ideas Design thinking
opens the gates for new ideas and
this need to be validated with the
customers. Discover the value of
them by creating simple prototypes
or even present them to customers.
Keep doing this at every stage of new
idea of product or service. This is
the only way of growing the business
in a sustainable manner.
Financial Analysis Ensure that the

project is profitable. The Net Present
Value (NPV) of the project should be
positive. Make use of sensitivity and
trade off decisions. Analyse all the
scenarios. For example what is the
payback if I invest a little bit more
in one aspect of the development
projects? Will it be feasible? Will it
generate additional revenues? Are
the additional costs justified? Use
spreadsheet that helps to do the
analysis in a dynamic format.
The risks and rewards in investments
have to be carefully and judiciously
evaluated. The cash flow, working
capital cycle, business and revenue
model, breakeven point (BEP) and
functional budgets including cash
budget need to be worked out with
micro details of the each project in
the business.
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FIEO Southern Region is organizing following
international events 2019-20. The list of the events are
provided below for information.

FIEO SR - International
Events for FY 2019-20
S
N.

Name of the
Date
Place
activity			

1

LUXE PACK
MONACO

2

3

4

30 Sep-2 France, MAI 		 Packaging
Oct-2019 Europe					

INTERNATIONAL
INDIAN TRADE
EXPO &
DEEPAVALI
KONDATTAM
2019

India Expo In
Cambodia 2019

International
Halal Expo 2019
Exhibition,
B2B sessions,
Economic &
investor summit

Scheme		 Products
Under

3rd to
6th
October
2019

Malaysi General

15-17th
Cambodia
Nov 2019

3rd to 5th
Samara,
October
Russia
2019
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General

General

handicrafts, ethnic
Indian ware, fashion
ware, artificial jewellery,
decorative items, leather
goods, toys, kitchenware,
beauty products, Ayurveda
products, office stationery,
textiles, home décor, bed
sheets, carpets, women’s
garments, photo prints,
souvenirs,
Agricultural Machinery
& Equipment, Parts,
Automobiles Components,
Tyres and Parts, Engineering
& Industrial Products ,
Pharmaceutical Equipment
& Diagnostic Equipment,
Dental Equipment’s &
Parts, Plastics, Printing
& Packaging Machinery
, Electrical Equipment &
Parts, Woven and Knit
Yarn & Fabrics, Building &
Construction Machinery
and Materials, Education &
Medical Tourism.
Ready to Eat food items,
Spices, Textiles & Garments,
Home furnishings, Travel &
leisure, Leather Products,
Gifts, Household Products,
Kitchenware, Technological
products, Cosmetics, Food &
beverages

Rate
9sq.mtr
Rs.207,50
9 Sq.mtr Stall
Special Discount
for KYIC is
Rs.9445 per
sq.mtr / RM 555
per sq.mtr(9sq.
mtr stall is
Rs.85,000/- &
RM 5000)

9 Sqm booth
(Shell Scheme)
=Rs.95,000/& for FIEO
Members
Rs.90,000
6 Sqm booth
(Shell Scheme)
– Rs.80,000 for
FIEO Members =
Rs.75,000/-

9 Sq.mtr Stall
Rs.140,000/- & for
FIEO Members
Rs.1,35,000
Corner Stalls
Additional Cost
Rs.10000/-

The Cost Incudes
Accommodation
(3 Nights’
Accommodation)
& Transportation
from Hotel to
Expo Center

5

37th Edition of
CBME

9-12
Jan
2020

Istanbul,
MAI
Turkey

skin-care, hair care, baby
food, toiletries [diapers and
its accessories and wipes],
apparels & footwear, toys,
baby convenience and
safety products

9 Sq.mtr Stall
Rs.1,90,000/-

For further details please contact:
P T Srinath Joint Director & Telangana Head
Phone: +91-40-23210380; e-mail :fieoap@fieo.org; fieohyd@fieo.org; ptsrinath@fieo.org

Seminar on

Sustainable Water Resources Management to meet City
Demands-A Challenge
on 11th June, 2019 from 3.00 pm to 6.00 pm. at FTCCI, Red Hills, Hyderabad.

The main objective of this programme is to
sensitize the people to utilize and maintain
the water resources.

The Technical Sessions
Contribution from the Up-coming New
Projects to Surface water resources
availability – Projected city Demands –
Present Supply Plans
Sri B. Rajeshwar Rao, E.E.,
Rural Water Supply, Govt. of Telangana
Impact of Climate change and Ground water
levels, Ground Water Resources in GHMC Area
Dr. Pandith Madhunure, Director, Ground
Water Dept, Govt. of Telangana.
	Urban Ground water supply, Ground water
extraction – Specific issues
Sri D. Subba Rao, Regional Director, Central
Ground water Board, Bandlaguda
Surface water, storage water bodies/ lakes in
Hyderabad – Impact on Urban water Security.
Dr. Solomon Raj. G, Project Coordintor,
SACI Water, Sinikpuri

The Seminar is a knowledge sharing platform
that will give participants an excellent
opportunity to stay updated on how the water
resources can be saved for future, emerging
trends, innovative solutions to mitigate the
global water crisis.
Delegate fee: Rs.500/- (inclusive of GST).

The fee is to be paid by way of Cash or Cheque/DD
in favour of FTCCI payable at Hyderabad.

Bank details: Beneficiary Name: FTCCI;
Bank : SBI ; Branch : Bazarghat, Hyderabad;
Bank Code : 05893; A/c. No:10005356049;
IFSC Code : SBIN0005893.
Seats are limited but prior registration
is mandatory. Members are requested to
participate in the Seminar and reap the
benefits.
For further details please contact
Mr. L. Girijapathi, Asst. Director,
M: 8008700258, E: girijapathi@ftcci.in
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FTCCI Events
Workshop on

Revised Audit Reporting Standards

Workshop on “Revised Audit Reporting Standards” on
3rd May 2019 at 4.30pm at KLN Prasad Auditorium,
FTCCI, Federation House.
Sri Ramakanth Inani, Vice President, FTCCI in his
welcome address stated that the implementation of the
new and revised standards will represent a significant
change in practice, with collaboration needed by all
participants in the financial reporting supply chain
to ensure the International Auditing and Assurance
Standards Boards (IAASB) objectives of the auditor
reporting project will be realized

Sri Ganesh Balakrishnan, Partner- Deloitte gave a
presentation on Overview of Auditing Standard. The
standards on Auditing in India which now find their place
in the Companies Act, 2013, are largely consistent with
the International Standards. The Institute of Chartered
Accountant’s of India (ICAI) has made corresponding
changes and issued the New and Revised Standards on
the same lines as the IAASB. The new Audit’s Reporting
Standards will be effective for audits of all Financial
Statements for the period beginning on or after 1st
April, 2018.

Sri. Abhay kumar Jain, Chairman, Corporate Laws
Committee, FTCCI informed that FTCCI is the first
organization conducting this program in south India
and also briefed about activities of the committee.

The Meeting ended with Vote of Thanks to the chair.

He Emphasis on (Standard on Auditing) SA 701”
Communicating Key Audit Matters in the Independent
Auditor’s Report” and also revised SA 700, 705 & 706.

Interaction with iMOVE
officials on 21st May 2019
Arunachalam Karthikeyan,
Head of iMOVE Office
in India, Mr Juergen
Maennicke, Senior Adviser,
iMOVE
Sri Srikanth Sinha, CEO TASK, (Dept of ITE & C)
Govt of Telangana
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Workshop on Annual Report

as per Companies Act, 2013 and Listing Obligation and Disclosure
Requirements Regulations
FTCCI & ICSI, Hyderabad Chapter have organised a
Workshop on “Annual Report as per Companies Act, 2013
and Listing Obligation and Disclosure Requirements
Regulations” on 11th May 2019 at Federation House.
CA Arun Luharuka, President, FTCCI in his welcome
address stated that the need for corporate governance
has arisen because of the increasing concerns about the
non-compliance of standards of financial reporting and
accountability by boards of directors and management
of corporate inflicting heavy losses on investors.
The failures of multinational giants like Enron, World
Com of the US and Xerox of Japan brought out the
importance of good corporate governance structure
making clear the distinction of power between the
Board of Directors and the management which can lead
to appropriate governance processes and procedures
under which management is free to manage and board of
directors is free to monitor and give policy directions.
CS Radha Krishna Sista, Chairman – ICSI, Hyderabad
Chapter in his address said that to make compliance an
easy job for all the professionals, topics will be covered by
experts with relevant case laws which will help all types
of Company (Private, Public and Listed Companies) to
avoid penalties.
Sri Josekutty V.E, ICLS, Joint Director, Ministry of
Corporate Affairs, Government of India in his inaugural
address explained the various amendments brought out
by Ministry of Corporate Affairs to the participants for
better compliance. He stated that the companies Act 2013
offers a number of provisions for governing all the listed
as well as unlisted organisations in India and provides
more power to the shareholders and emphasizes on
corporate Governance.
By sending letters to the addresses given in DIN, it was

found that 30 to 40 % companies do not exist and are
managed by directors who are not alive, he informed.
He then spoke of Director KYC and Company KYC.
He said in future, the MCA plans to send alerts on the
mobiles of directors. He said in view of strict company
laws, several limited companies are converting in to
private limited. He also spoke on measures taken for
ease of doing business, disqualification of Directors,
payments to MSMEs etc.
Sri. Abhay kumar Jain, Chairman, Corporate Laws
Committee, FTCCI and CS Navajyoth Puttaparthi,
Secretary – ICSI, Hyderabad Chapter are also participated
in the workshop.
Sri Ramakanth Inani, Vice President, FTCCI proposed
Vote of Thanks at the inaugural session.
The Technical Sessions were handled by eminent
speakers on the following topics:
* Sri S. Chidambaram Practising Company Secretary
- Related Party Transaction- As per Companies Act ,
2013 and LODR and disclosure of the same in Annual
Report by
* Dr. Sudheendhra Putty, Company Secretary, Cyient
Limited- Chairman’s Message, Notice of AGM,
Management Discussion Analysis Report, Corporate
Governance Report
* Sri Thirupal Gorige, Practising Company Secretary,
Bangalore- Directors Report and Annexure to Directors
Report (Particulars of Employee, Annual Report on
CSR and Business Responsibility Report)
* Ms. Padma Shenoy, Assistant Company Secretary,
Tata Projects Limited- Secretarial Audit, Annual
Return (MGT-9) and Sexual Harassment Disclosure
in Director’s Report
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Workshop on

Italian Excellence in Engineering and
Construction For Indian Infrastructure

Workshop on Italian Excellence in
Engineering and Construction For
Indian Infrastructure
on 14th May, 2019 at 4.00 p.m. at
FTCCI Surana Auditorium, Federation
House
FTCCI jointly with Indo Italian
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry organized a Workshop on
Italian Excellence in Engineering
and Construction For Indian
Infrastructure on 14th May, 2019 at
4.00 p.m. FTCCI Surana Auditorium,
Federation House
Mr. Karunendra S Jasti, Senior Vice-President, FTCCI,
said several marble, granite and ceramic units in
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh were using Italian
machines and technology. The bilateral trade between
India and Italy was estimated at $ 10.4 billion and the
trade grew at about 18 per cent during 2017-18. The
imports, pegged at $ 4.71 billion, grew at 21 per cent.
Exports, valued at $5.7 billion, grew at 16 per cent.
However, there is scope to increase it further on the
back of growing spending by India on infrastructure
and construction. Telangana, which has been growing
more than the national average, is seeing a boom in the
construction segment. Cement, concrete and allied areas
have potential to grow in the State.

construction and infrastructure equipment makers
are looking to tap opportunities in Hyderabad and
Telangana. They are keen on addressing issues related
to cost and speed of project execution, promoting safety
at construction sites and implementing environment
friendly practices. He said that the trend in Italy is to
move towards off-site construction. The components
and sub-systems are manufactured at other places and
then they are assembled at the construction area. This
approach saved construction time. In Hyderabad too one
of the real estate developers was using this technology
through an Italian partner to reduce the construction
time of the multi-storied structure The Italian Chamber
had four regional offices in India and will look to set up
desks in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka soon, he said.

Mr. Cesare Saccani, President, The Indo-Italian Chamber
of Commerce and Industry informed that Italian

Mr. Ramakanth Inani, Vice President, FTCCI proposed
a vote of thanks.
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Interactive Discussion on
Enhancing Trade & Investment Relations between
India-Indonesia & Invitation to Visit

Trade Expo Indonesia 2019

Interactive Discussion on Enhancing Trade & Investment
Relations between India-Indonesia & Invitation to Visit
Trade Expo Indonesia 2019 on 15th May, 2019 at 5.00 p.m.
FTCCI Surana Auditorium, Federation House
FTCCI with the support of Consulate General of the
Republic of Indonesia, Mumbai organized an Interactive
Discussion on Enhancing Trade & Investment Relations
between India-Indonesia & Invitation to Visit Trade Expo
Indonesia 2019 on 15th May, 2019 at 5.00 p.m. at FTCCI
Surana Auditorium, Federation House.
Mr.Karunendra S. Jasti, Senior Vice President, FTCCI
mentioned that Indonesia has emerged as the largest
trading partner of India in the ASEAN region. Bilateral
trade has increased from US$ 4.3 billion in 2005-06 to
US$ 20.4 billion in 2017-18. He requested the visiting
Officials to inform the Indonesian businesses the
opportunities that exist in the State of Telangana and
explore business opportunities.
Mr. Ade Sukendar, Consul General of the Republic of
Indonesia, Mumbai said that Indonesia is according
top priority to development of the pharma industry as
well as the healthcare sector, towards which it is open to
collaborations. Highlighting the growth opportunities
that existed in Indonesia for Indian IT firms, he said a
few of the firms are already working on different projects
in the area of banking and e-payment services. An
Indonesian mobility solution provider had also set up
an office in Bengaluru with around 200 engineers.
The bilateral trade was around $18 billion and in favour of
Indonesia. For Indian companies seeking to explore the
opportunities in Indonesia, he invited the entrepreneurs
to visit the 34th annual Trade Expo scheduled to be

held in Jakarta this October could serve as springboard.
On tourism, he said the number tourists from India to
Indonesia last year was nearly six lakh and expected to
increase with the proposed launch of air connectivity
between the two countries.
Mr. Ferry Jacob, Trade Attache, Embassy of the Republic
of Indonesia, New Delhi gave a presentation on Trade
Expo Indonesia happening from 16-20 October, 2019
at Jakarta and invited entrepreneurs to participate and
explore business opportunities.
Mr. D. Rizky Novihamzah, Director, Indonesia
Investment Promotion Centre (IIPC) said the Indonesian
government had eased the process of the approvals for
investors with an online submission mechanism that
aimed at integrating the licensing mechanism of 20
ministries. For Indian IT companies, factors that would
drive their growth in Indonesia included 50% of the
267 million population of Indonesia having access to
internet and a fast developing start-up eco-system. Mr.
Ramakanth Inani, Vice President, FTCCI proposed a
vote of thanks.
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His Excellency Dr.A.P.J.Abdul Kalam, Hon’ble President of India
His Excellency Sri Rameshwar Thakur, Hon’ble Governor of Andhra Pradesh
Sri C.V. Atchut Rao, President, FAPCCI - 2 June, 2006

Reminisces....

100 years of Glorious Journey of FTAPCCI
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